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JETSCAPE 1.0 RC1
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✓ Trento (2+1)
✓ Free Streaming

✓ MUSIC (2+1, 3+1), 
external reader, 
brick, Gubser,

✓ Pythia8,  
parton gun

✓ MATTER, Martini, 
AdS/CFT, LBT

✓ Cooper Frye

✓ Pythia8 string 
fragmentation

✓ Custom and HepMC 
output

What’s included in the event generator (RC1)  
(as optional download)
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JETSCAPE 1.x++  
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Focus on Physics Modules
❖ VISHNU (Additional hydro)
❖ SMASH  (integrated; not yet 

included in public version)
❖ (NLO)
❖ …

Framework
❖ Feature requests from 

contributors and users
❖ Maintenance and 

incremental improvement
❖ Better integration with 

HEPMC3, Lisbon accord
 
Expect stable production 
branch, major changes only 
in v2.0



Main Consideration for JETSCAPE 2.0  
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Concurrent Running is coming
Parallel computing is coming
❖ Robust inter-task 

communication 
❖ Tools for intra-task parallelism
❖ R&D for task parallelism if it 

becomes advantageous 

❖ Recombination
❖ NLO
❖ Full statistical framework
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How that can happen
❖ Drastic Hydro speedup
❖ Complex Eloss
❖ Expensive tasks that can/must 

interface with Hydro, e.g. 
Particulization, Hadronization, 
Recombination

❖ New ideas



Concurrent running in JETSCAPE 2.0  
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Sequential Running 
1. Run entire hydro evolution

2. E-loss requests from memory

5/16/18

Full
Shower

Full
Hydro

Hydro
+ 

Recoil

Concurrent Running 
❖ Run at the same time

❖ Two-way communication at 
every time step

Full
Shower

Hydro
+ 

Recoil

Event

Side remark: Concurrent Running refers to the physics of energy deposition, it does not 
(necessarily) require concurrency in terms of multi-threading at the framework level
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Proposed JetScape 2.0 implementation



Concurrent running in JETSCAPE 2.0  
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Important for Physics?
❖ Not for single jet 

leading edge

❖ What about the fringes?

❖ What about  
forward di-jets, three-jets, 
multiple hard scatterings?

❖ Heavy quark energy loss?

Technical Limitations
❖ In memory:

❖ 2+1D MUSIC: O(100) MB

❖ 3+1D MUSIC: O(100) GB

Crucial to keep  
and use only 
what is needed



JETSCAPE - Code Design: User “friendliness”
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Tasks —> User defined Modules Communication: Signal/Slots
Future: (Lego) Blocks for further modularization (more later)

Regions of validity“Keep everything else the same …”

“User friendly”: Focus on your
physics, leave the rest to the
JETSCAPE framework …



Color Coherence/Antenna Block

Future: More modular via “JetScape Blocks”/Plugins 
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jlossmanager jloss
Matter

Martini

…

Virtuality Calculation Block

Remark: Some of these features will be available for testing in a DEV (developer branch at github)



One example: Coherence Block …
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“Original” Pythia8 Parton shower 
in graph representation (FSR only)

Remark: The times added to the vertices (0.97, 1.86 …)  
are made up for testing and are not true formation times yet (easy to include) 
dR is “angle” in eta/phi space.

We can now traverse the original Pythia8 graph and modify (change time via coherence)  
and add (energy loss/drag) accordingly
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Here and in following branches, simple toy
energy loss/drag (just “loose” 10%) …
The code is setup to include in principle
all Eloss implemented in JetScape, with
that said, how to use a Pythia8 shower 
and include at early times, if needed, splitting
to be seen, but generically the code is in
principle there.

Attempt of a dummy “coherence module”:
Just choose “random” numbers for illustration.
If dR<0.15 of a split then “delay” the split by 0.1 in time. 
This module has access to all medium/hydro information
to include a realistic medium. 

Let me know if you think that this would be a good starting point, 
anything obvious missing, suggestions …
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Vacuum Splitting Functions 

Medium modified Splitting Functions 

Elastic scattering 

Drag

Radiation

and more …

Antenna

Why would this be desirable?
Minimizes even further “non-physics” related code development!
Even easier to combine different physics mechanisms (simultaneously if needed)!
Easier to develop and test new mechanisms/ideas!
Ensures modern/flexible and safe code!

Future: Even more modular …
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JETSCAPE (QGP brick] in sPhenix Detector Simulation



Assembling/Discussing a wish list … 
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What is the need from theorists to develop their physics in JetScape?
Is an even more modular design helpful/desired?

What do experimentalists need/expect from JetScape?
Are there technical issues: Memory/running time (for hydro on the fly …)
Is a controlled “parametrized” fast version desirable for generic
sensitivity/feasibility studies for new observables? 

Any concerns using an overarching framework? 
If so, what are they? How can we address them?

I truly think/hope that JetScape will make life significantly easier
for exploring/implementing (new) jet quenching physics in MC,
but in order to succeed feedback and of course criticism is needed …
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For 3d visualization and movies (besides ROOT) we can use VTK!
(Used by hydro and SMASH, so consistent integration) 

”New” Data Format - Graphs 
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”New” Data Format - Graphs 
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❖ Internal shower structure  
is graph-based (GTL)

❖ A lot of very well established 
mathematical/computer science  
algorithms to search/analyze/look 
for similarities between graphs 
(easy user interface)

❖ Allow novel approaches to  
analyze partonic E-loss

❖ Direct connection to computer 
science → develop/extend graphs 
for physics, for example  
multi-layer graphs …

❖ Graphs are ideal to “search” for 
connectivity. What hadron belongs 
to what parton(s). What part of the 
shower is affected by “medium” 
partons/initial state …
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JetScape “toy” Parton Shower as a Graph
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JetScape “toy” Parton Shower as a Graph

Why stop at the parton shower?
QGP = the social network of QCD?

QCDQ





Kauder - JETSCAPE 1.0 - 
QM2018

Parallelization
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Necessary? Unequivocally YES

❖ Parallel processing on GPUS reduces time for a hydro 
event from tens of hours to a few minutes



Kauder - JETSCAPE 1.0 - 
QM2018

At the Framework Level?
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t1 t2 t3
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Plots courtesy of Y. Tachibana
For illustration only
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Seems 
natural!

But what is 
gained?

t1 t2 t3
Hydro Hydro Hydro

t1 t2 t3
Eloss Eloss Eloss

Plots courtesy of Y. Tachibana
For illustration only

100 s 100 s 100 s

1 s 1 s 1 s

Σ = n *  
(100 s + x)
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Sequential Tasks
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With these numbers, negligible gain

t1 t1 t2
Hydro Hydro

t0 t1 t2
Eloss Eloss Eloss

Plots courtesy of Y. Tachibana
For illustration only

100 s

1 s

Σ = n *  
(101 s + x’)


